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Abstract

Despite regulatory reform after the 2008 crisis, American households are exposed to significant financial
risks. Consumer protection laws are intended to protect households from exploitative firm behavior. This
project studies the effect of two common types of consumer protection laws: standards of care, which are
enforced only when consumers have bad outcomes that they claim are connected to firm misbehavior,
and mandated disclosures, which require sellers to provide all consumers with information ex ante to help
them make better decisions. Using a natural experiment in Ohio, which introduced the Homebuyer’s
Protection Act in 2007, I study the impact of both standards of care and mandated disclosures on mortgage
loans originated between 2000 and 2013. I find that imposing standards of care on lenders decreases
their propensity to foreclose on consumers and lowers consumer bankruptcy rates. Lenders subject to
the standards of care do not offer different interest rates or change other loan characteristics. Instead,
they originate fewer risky loans overall, and are more lenient towards borrowers. In contrast, mandated
disclosures decrease loan sizes and encourage more responsible borrower repayment behavior. These
contrasting effects shed light on the classic debate between ex ante rules vs. ex post standards, suggesting
that ex post standards improve firms’ long term incentives and result in positive consumer outcomes. Both
standards of care and mandated disclosure have some significant positive impacts on consumers, while
the costs of standards of care need more investigation.
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1 Introduction

The 2008 financial crisis led to a massive expansion in consumer protection law, including the creation

of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) after the passage of the Dodd-Frank Act in 2010.

Though it has been a decade since the financial crisis, very little empirical evidence exists about the benefits

and costs of these laws. First, it is unclear whether these laws have any impact at all. For instance, the

law may be poorly designed or not target some key actors. Recent research has shown that non-bank

lenders, such as mortgage brokers and non-depository lenders like Quicken Loans, were exempt from many

Dodd-Frank regulations and have expanded to take over more than half the mortgage market (Kim, et al.

(2018)). Second, the costs of protecting consumers may outweigh the benefits. Compliance costs may raise

prices or shrink the lending market. Consumers may not be measurably better off in long-run outcomes,

either because they are paying more and therefore are more likely to default, or because lenders circumvent

the law to impose costs on consumers. Open empirical questions remain about the effects of consumer

protection law.

Using a natural experiment, this paper provides evidence on the impact of consumer protection law on

mortgage markets and consumer outcomes. Ohio passed the Homebuyers’ Protection Act in 2007, which

imposes two types of reforms on state banks, brokers, and non-bank lenders. First, the law expanded the

potential liability firms face for engaging in a package of substantively unfair acts - I refer to this type of law

as “standards of care.” Ohio’s law labeled certain lender actions “unconscionable,” expanding the existing

definition of unconscionability, and gave local prosecutors and the state Attorney General’s office authority

to prosecute mortgage lenders for unfair or deceptive practices and mortgage brokers for violating their

duties towards borrowers.1 These standards directly target a broad range of predatory firm behaviors,

as well as some actions that bring firms profit but increase consumers’ financial risks.2 Second, the Ohio

law required lenders and brokers to provide a disclosure to consumers getting a mortgage with a loan-to-

value (LTV) ratio above 90% stating that their mortgage was particularly at risk of default and may not be

refinanced.3 Both these types of laws may have no impact, or impose undesirable costs.

Using loan level data on the near-universe of mortgage loans, I assess the impact of standards of care and

mandated disclosures on mortgage market and consumer outcomes such as loan type, origination volume,

1Expanded mini-FTC Act to mortgages (NCLC Report (2009))
2Their impact is uncertain, however, because non-predatory lending may be affected due to the breadth of the legal language,

while actual predatory acts may avoid detection because firms’ private actions are difficult to observe.Indeed, though more than 50
residential mortgage disputes have been brought in Ohio since 2007 pursuant to the Act, none have been resolved on the basis of the
Homebuyers’ Act language.

3This type of law relies on consumers to understand and interpret the disclosure, meaning that the impact of the law is mediated
by the consumer’s behavioral biases.
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performance, and bankruptcy. The causal impact of these laws is estimated using a border difference-in-

difference approach. Specifically, I compare loans in Ohio to loans across state borders in Pennsylvania,

West Virginia, Indiana, and Kentucky, relative to the difference across state borders prior to the 2007 in-

troduction of the law. To generate a comparable “treatment” and “control” group, the analysis sample is

restricted to loans within the same Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA), or commuting zone, within which

house prices and other market indicators have similar trends prior to the introduction of the law. For ex-

ample, Cincinnati is located in Ohio but close enough to the state border that many workers commute from

Kentucky. The effect of standards of care are estimated as the difference in loan outcomes between Cincin-

nati area homes in Ohio and Cincinnati area homes in Kentucky after 2007, relative to the same difference

before 2007. The effects of mandated disclosures are estimated as a triple difference, or the change in the

effect for loans with LTV above 90%.

Results demonstrate that standards of care decrease foreclosure rates and consumer bankruptcy filings.

Standards of care changed the composition of loans shifting away from risky features such a ARMs, balloon

payments, and prepayment penalties. They also contracted the size of the market for loans overall. The evi-

dence suggests that standards of care work by changing lenders’ post-origination behavior, by encouraging

leniency towards borrowers, and by eliminating the sale of some risky loan types. In addition, mandated

disclosures result in smaller loans being taken, and conditional on loan characteristics, lowers delinquency

rates. In contrast to the standards that target firms, disclosures encourage responsible consumer behavior.

Three key policy implications arise from this analysis. First, state consumer protection laws are effective

in regulating non-bank lenders, such as Quicken Loans. These lenders are exempt from federal regulation,

but must comply with state law. As these state-regulated entities grow in importance, Ohio provides an

important example showcasing the impact of state law on risky lending and foreclosures. Second, standards

of care benefit consumers within existing mortgage contracts, but may impose costs on new borrowers

by contracting the market. This tradeoff needs more data to be quantified in welfare terms. Specifically,

more information is needed about the marginal borrowers and their households’ financial condition. Third,

mandated disclosures may be effective when they are given before contract formation, in the presence of an

intermediary. The positive impact of the disclosure in this context provides an example for policymakers

considering other disclosures.

Section 2 describes the background of the mortgage market and the financial crisis, and reviews the liter-

ature. Section 3 describes the setting, data and empirical strategy. Section 4 shows the baseline empirical

results. Section 5 describes the model and evidence relating to the mechanism of the baseline effect. Section
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6 describes potential policy implications and concludes.

2 Background and Related Literature

2.1 Mortgages Before and After the Crisis

Before the 2008 financial crisis, mortgage lending expanded significantly, and the financial industry became

exposed to more mortgage market risk. Scholars and policymakers have noted that mortgage lenders had

incentives to lend irresponsibly and consumers were often biased or ignorant about the products they were

purchasing. Deregulation of the financial sector and the rise of securitization allowed lenders to spread

loan risk across multiple parties, giving incentives for more risky lending (Mian & Sufi (2009)). These loans

often appeared to consumers as a particularly good deal, due to their focus on current payments at the

expense of future payments (Bar-Gill & Warren (2010), Campbell et al. (2010), Bar-Gill (2012)). Moreover,

the financial crisis highlighted the potential dangers of aggregate drops in house prices or financial assets

more generally. Even if lending was less risky, consumers were exposed to a great deal of risk through

financial contagion and market contraction (Mayer, et al. (2009), Ferreira and Gyourko (2015), Adelino et

al. (2016)). Households with relatively high levels of debt and few assets could lose everything if the local

house price bubble burst.

After the crisis occurred and the recession began, policymakers acted to both minimize impacts on con-

sumers and to prevent future downturns from occurring. However, these laws may have limitations. First,

they tended to focus on banks that precipitated the crisis. This imposed costs on banks and gave non-bank

lenders opportunities to expand. As Kim, et al. (2018) point out, non-bank consumer lenders are growing

and are subject to the same financial risks as banks prior to the recession. Second, they included a mix of

ex ante rules and ex post standards, which may each give rise to inefficiencies. Rules that limit the types of

mortgages originated may push many consumers out of the market. Standards that deal with harm ex post,

on the other hand, may impose high costs on lenders who are now exposed to higher liability. No empirical

evidence exists on the relative effectiveness of these approaches, even though there has been an explosion

in both federal and state lawsuits against providers of consumer financial contracts since the crisis.4 Finally,

mandated disclosures have expanded, intended to nudge consumers towards more responsible behaviors.

These disclosures may have no effect if poorly designed. This project sheds light on each of these areas.

4The Department of Justice brought actions against J.P. Morga, Citigroup, Bank of America (Countrywide), Goldman Sachs, Morgan
Stanley, Deutsche Bank, and Credit Suisse, among others, between 2013 and 2016. Other lawsuits generating huge payouts were filed
against servicers, like Ocwen, and registration systems, like MERS, that were associated with risky mortgage lending.
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2.2 Standards of Care

A long literature in both law and economics has considered the impact consumer protection laws that hold

firms to higher standards. Practices that violate consumer protection laws may be specified in statutes

(Hynes and Posner (2002)) or left to courts to decide (Fogel (2004)). Statutes that take the form of a bright-

line rule have been studied empirically, including credit card regulations (Agarwal et al. (2015)), predatory

lending laws (Engel and McCoy (2001), Ho and Pennington-Cross (2006), Bostic et al. (2008)) and state

foreclosure laws (Pence (2006), Curtis (2014)). Many consumer protection laws, however, take the form

of relatively vague standards. These standards impose costs on sellers with dissatisfied customers. These

costs can be beneficial in providing incentives for good behavior, but they may result in a lower supply

of goods because sellers must purchase liability insurance or bear the risk that they will be sued (Budnitz

(2007)). The law and economics literature has discussed this type of law generally, comparing “rules” that

are easy to comply with ex ante with “standards” that generally impose costs ex post (Shavell (1984) and

Shavell (1992)). However, little to no causal empirical evidence exists specifically on the benefits and costs

of standards of care in the consumer protection setting. This project contributes to the small but growing

literature across law and economics studying the mixed impact of legal standards on market outcomes

(Barker (1992), Frakes and Jena (2016)).

The potential impact of standards of care on mortgage market and consumer outcomes is hard to predict.

Standards of care laws have the potential to directly target the most risky firm behaviors, giving firms

incentives that are better aligned with consumers. However, regulators may have difficulty observing these

behaviors. Firms may also face compliance costs, due to the additional liability they may face and from the

risk of loss being transferred from consumers to the firm. Therefore, firms’ compliance with these laws

could vary significantly across settings, resulting in a wide variety of potential outcomes. The theoretical

literature (Shavell (1984), Kolstad et al. (1990), Shavell (1992)) reaffirms this by showing how the effects of

ex post standards varies depending on heterogeneity, the level of perceived uncertainty over liability, and a

variety of other factors. In the consumer context, I identify three factors that will influence the impact of ex

post standards.

1. Unpredictability & Compliance Cost: Standards of care that specify observable measures for assess-

ing liability are likely to minimize costs. At the same time, standards may want to target behaviors

that are observable to a judge but unpredictable ex ante. The higher the judge’s discretionary power,

the more effective the law is at disciplining unpredictable behavior and the more costly the law is to

comply with.
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2. Uncertainty & Bargaining: Bargaining occurs in the shadow of the law. When ex post standards

impost uncertain liability costs, bargaining depends more on the relative confidence and resources

of the parties. More uncertainty could harm consumer if they are relatively unaware of the law and

the firms they are bargaining with have deep pockets. On the other hand, uncertainty could help

consumers if firms are litigation-averse and consumers are informed about the standards.

3. Timing & Targeting: Compliance being monitored ex post is best if the behaviors or outcomes being

targeted occur or can be observed over time. In the mortgage context, this adds the complication that

the entity being targeted by the law may not be the same entity that generates the long term outcome.

If there are coordination failures along the firms’ timeline, standards will target the wrong party. In

this case, ex post standards may better target servicers while ex ante rules better target originators.

These issues complicate the basic discussion of ex post standards, as applied to consumer protection in the

mortgage context. The potential benefits and costs of standards are therefore an open empirical question.

If the law has very significant costs and few benefits, the implication is clear - consumer protection law

should primarily be limited to ex ante rules and nudges. On the other hand, if there are significant benefits,

standards may be useful in improving consumer otutcomes. By studying how standards work, future laws

can be designed to maximize benefits and minimize costs.

2.3 Mandated Disclosures

Mandated disclosures have a long history in consumer protection and have been debated widely in the law

and economics literature. Historically, mandated disclosures were popular and politically desirable since

disclosures had the potential to help consumers without limiting seller autonomy (Kripke (1968)).5 Many

studies since that time have documented a widespread lack of financial literacy amongst consumers, who

stand to lose a great deal if a transaction goes badly (see, e.g., H.B. 4050 Pilot (2007)). Public information is

relatively costless to provide, so it is unlikely that there are significant compliance costs associated with the

disclosure.6 The need for some type of consumer protection law even in the presence of a robust competi-

tive market comes from the possibility that profitable opportunities exist for firms to mislead consumers or

hide key information even when faced with significant competition. Indeed, economists studying quality

5

Mandated disclosures have a long history in the mortgage market, starting with the Truth in Lending Act of 1968, and expanded by
the Dodd-Frank Act of 2010.

6Information may be costly to produce but costless to disseminate
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provision have shown that voluntary disclosure of true quality is often not optimal for firms, so consumers

remain uninformed in equilibrium. In such cases mandatory disclosure may be welfare enhancing (Jin

and Dranove (2010), Shavell (1994)). On the other hand, mandated disclosure may not be binding if vol-

untary disclosure is optimal as shown by Grossman (1981) and Jovanovic (1982). Mandated disclosures

may also be ineffective if consumers do not read or cannot understand disclosures. A large literature in

law has argued that no one reads disclosures that are implemented and even if they did, cognitive biases

and bounded rationality wouldn’t allow them to have an effect (Marotta-Wurgler (2012), Ben-Shahar and

Schneider (2014), Ayres and Schwarz (2014), Seira et al. (2017)). Moreover, disclosures may free firms from

certain types of liability, causing the perverse effect of increasing exploitative behavior.

This project adds to the literature that shows modest positive effects from mandated disclosure. Stango

and Zinman (2011) provide empirical evidence that borrowers more likely to receive Truth in Lending Act

disclosures from their lenders are also less likely to take on higher interest rate loans, particularly if they

are behaviorally biased. Several papers argue that disclosures can be effective if they are designed more

carefully (Rennekamp (2012), Polinsky and Shavell (2012), Porat and Strahilevitz (2013), Ferman (2015)).

Agarwal, et al. (2015) show evidence that disclosures can have modest effects in improving repayment rates

by consumers with credit card debt, when disclosures are framed as a “nudge.” The results are informative

for state and federal policymakers designing disclosures. Specifically, the results of this paper, combined

with the literature above, predicts that the CFPB would be more effective in informing consumers if their

disclosures were redesigned.

3 Setting, Data and Empirical Strategy

3.1 Institutional Details

In 2006, Ohio enacted the Homebuyers’ Protection Act.7 It had two types of provisions that applied to mort-

gage originations.8The first type can be broadly summarized as seller standards of care. The law expanded

the enforcement power of the state Attorney General and local prosecutors to sue brokers and lenders who

violate the state’s Consumer Sales Practices Act and brokers who fail to fulfill their duties to their clients.9

7Introduced in September 2005, signed into law in 2006, and effective January 1, 2007.
8The law also provided for more stringent continuing education requirements for brokers and lenders to renew their licenses, and

for notification to borrowers when changes were made to their loan terms. Finally, the Act required record collection and public
disclosure of enforcement actions.

9
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In addition, the law defines certain actions as “unconscionable,” which, if proved, allows the contract to be

unwound at any time. An example of the standard includes contracts that are “based predominantly on

the supplier’s realization of the foreclosure or liquidation value of the consumer’s collateral without regard

to the consumer’s ability to repay the loan in accordance with its terms.”10 The law is structured to allow

consumers to claim that their mortgage originator engaged in unconscionable acts as an affirmative defense

against foreclosure.

Remedies include injunctive relief against foreclosure or debt collection, and monetary penalties between

$5,000 and $25,000.11 The statute also provides for a private right of action, through which consumers can

recover three times their actual economic damages, as well as attorney’s fees.12 In general, however, the

statute is vaguely worded, perhaps in order to accommodate a broad variety of unscrupulous behavior.

These are classified as standards of care as they must be enforced by the regulator, the attorney general,

or the borrower after a harm has been done, and no safe harbors yet exist that would allow a lender to

definitively avoid liability.

The second type of provision is a mandated disclosure that lenders must provide to consumers applying

for mortgages with LTV ratio higher than 90%. Figure 1 shows the standard form issued by the Ohio

regulator intended to clearly communicate information to the borrower. The pertinent statute specifies that

the disclosure must be in 16 pt. font, in bold face, and requires the precise wording listed on the form, as

well as requiring a signature. 13 The statute is therefore drafted to maximize the chance consumers would

read the disclosure.

All Ohio state laws studied in this paper are pre-empted by federal law with respect to national banks, their

subsidiaries, and third parties that act as their exclusive agents (see State Farm v. Reardon (2008)). Therefore,

the laws here are enforceable against local banks and local third party originators, including those that

act as non-exclusive brokers for national banks, that are located within Ohio. As developed by Kim, et

al. (2018), these non-bank lenders are important and largely unregulated players in the current mortgage

market. The impact of the law on this limited set of lenders is of great policy import. In addition, even if

compliance is limited, the introduction of the law likely signifies a large uptick in the fraction of lenders

complying with the more stringent standards, and in consumers seeing this disclosure while applying for

The pertinent statute, ORC 1345.02, states “No supplier shall commit an unfair or deceptive act or practice in connection with a
consumer transaction. Such an unfair or deceptive act or practice by a supplier violates this section whether it occurs before, during,
or after the transaction.”

10See ORC 1345.031 for other examples of unconscionable contracts.
11See ORC 1345.07. A large fraction of civil penalties accrue towards the Consumer Protection Enforcement Fund (ORC 1345.51).
12See ORC 1345.09.
13See ORC 1322.062.
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the mortgage. The results within should therefore be interpreted as a lower bound on the effect of the law if

federal preemption was inapplicable, and as the aggregate effect on both pre-empted and non-pre-empted

lenders.

3.2 Data

This project aims to separately identify and analyze the effect of the increased stringency of seller stan-

dards and the effect of the mandated disclosure. To do this, I take advantage of the fact that the mandated

disclosure applies only to loans with a loan-to-value ratio above 90%. The loan to value ratio is defined as

Loan Amount
min {House Price, Appraisal}

Intuitively, this can be thought of as corresponding to the percentage of house price paid as the downpay-

ment. The effect of the seller standards of care is identified by the effect of the law on the full distribution of

LTV ratios, while the effect of the mandated disclosure alone is identified by the difference in the effect of

the law across the 90% LTV threshold. The empirical approach for identifying the effect of seller standards

is to compare outcomes of interest within Ohio to outcomes just across state borders. To do this, the analy-

sis sample is limited to Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) that cross state borders. Within this sample,

the effect of the homeowner’s stimate the causal effect of the law using a difference-in-difference approach

before and after 2007.14 Then, to identify the effect of the mandated disclosure, I compare the result of the

difference-in-difference for loans below the 90% LTV threshold (not exposed to the mandated disclosure)

to loans above the threshold (exposed to the mandated disclosure). Figure 3 shows the distribution of LTV

ratios in the data.

Data are from Black Knight’s McDash loan data, covering nearly the entire universe of mortgage loans

originated in the analysis MSAs. Regressions and graphs are limited the sample to originations of new

mortgages in Ohio and its bordering states (Indiana, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia). The

sample includes about 866,000 loans, originated between 2000 and 2013. The data includes information on

loans at origination, including loan-to-value ratio, interest rate, loan amount, debt-to-income ratio, prepay-

ment penalty indicator, and mortgage insurance percentage. It also includes information about borrowers,

including credit score, the number of units in house, an owner occupied flag, a property type indicator,

14To validate the results here, I need to assume that inclusion in the dataset doesn’t change at the treatment threshold (within Ohio,
after 2007) and at the mandated disclosure threshold (above 90% LTV).
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the number of borrowers, and a lender type indicator. Finally, it includes a panel of data on loan per-

formance, which includes information on unpaid balance over time and whether or not the loan became

delinquent, was modified, or was forclosed on in a particular period. To generate the analysis sample, I

calculated whether a loan was delinquent, in default, in pre-foreclosure, past foreclosure, or had resulted

in a bankruptcy filing within four years of origination. Then, I limited the sample to Ohio’s border areas,

shown in Figure 2. The sample is representative of the market, and include purchase loans, owner occu-

pied homes, refinancing transactions, investment properties, and all other consumer mortgages. Summary

statistics are shown in Table 1.

3.3 Identification

The ideal experiment would randomly assign lenders to different consumer protection laws. One set of

lenders would be exposed to higher potential liability than the other. Mandated disclosures would be

randomly given with a subset of each type of loan. Comparing loan characteristics and loan performance

across groups would shed light on the relative effects of each type of law.

Ohio’s natural experiment can be used to estimate similar quantities of interest. To generate quasi-random

variation in legal regime, I focus on MSAs that cross state borders. Prior to the introduction of Ohio’s

consumer protection laws, all lenders within an MSA are on parallel trends of loan performance, loan

characteristics, and number of originations. After Ohio introduced its consumer protection laws in 2007,

Ohio lenders within an MSA act as a treatment group, and non-Ohio lenders within the MSA act as a

control group. Ohio loans originated with LTV less than 90% are subject to tighter seller standards of care

only, while high LTV loans are subject both to seller standards and a mandated disclosure.

This strategy relies on three key identifying assumptions. First, loan performance and characteristics within

Ohio border MSAs were not already on a different trend than loan performance and characteristics outside

Ohio before 2007. Second, no other legal changes occurred in 2007 in Ohio that would directly influence

loan performance and characteristics. Third, loans originated with LTV greater than 90% within Ohio are

affected identically by seller standards, compared to loans an LTV ratio below 90%. If these assumptions

hold, the mandated disclosure is the only discontinuous change at 90% LTV, and the effect of the mandated

disclosure can be estimated as additive, with respect to the effect of the ex post liability rule affecting all

Ohio loans. If so, the causal impact of seller standards and mandated disclosures can be inferred from the
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following specification:

Yismt = ∑j∈{LTV>90,Ohio,y>2007} β jδ
j
i + ∑k,l∈{LTV>90,Ohio,y>2007} αl

kδk
i δl

i+

λδOhio
i δ

y>2007
i δLTV>90

i + γmγt + γs + εi

(3.1)

In the notation above, the outcome variable of interest is denoted Yismt, i is individual, t is month/year, s

is state, and m is MSA. The effect of seller standards is estimated as αOhio
y>2007 and the effect of the mandated

disclosure on treated loans is λ.

This approach is an adaptation of a common identification strategy used in labor and urban economics.

Starting with Card and Krueger (1994), and continuing with Holmes (1998), Pence (2006), and Huang

(2008), economists have evaluated the effects of state policy by comparing counties, cities, or census tracts,

respectively, near state borders that are considered similar in the pre-treatment period. Urban economists

have used similar approaches to quantify the value of schools and other community amenities (Bayer et

al. (2007)). I take a slightly different approach of comparing loans within MSAs that cross state borders.

MSAs are defined by the US Census Bureau as “[a] metro area contains a core urban area of 50,000 or more

population, and a micro area contains an urban core of at least 10,000 (but less than 50,000) population.

Each metro or micro area consists of one or more counties and includes the counties containing the core

urban area, as well as any adjacent counties that have a high degree of social and economic integration

(as measured by commuting to work) with the urban core.” One benefit of using MSAs is that they natu-

rally include the geographic area that might be affected by the same local economic shocks. The literature

on local economic shocks uses MSAs or commuting zones as the main geographic variable (Bartik (1993),

Notowidigdo (2011)). Hwang and Quigley (2006) and Curtis (2014) use MSAs to define local mortgage

markets. My data contains 5 MSAs that cross Ohio’s borders. Loans originated outside Ohio act as control

groups for loans originated within Ohio. All reported specifications include MSA fixed effects and cluster

standard errors at the MSA level.

I add to this literature by using a “triple difference” approach to separately estimate the effects of the two

main policies enacted in Ohio. My identification strategy deals with two primary challenges.

Spatial Spillovers

One broad concern with this approach is the possibility of spatial spillovers, including cross-border shop-

ping and sorting. This could occur if many consumers crossed state borders to get mortgages, or if borrow-
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ers exposed to a mandated disclosure told their friends in the control group about its content. If they exist,

treatment spillovers would bias the effects I find towards zero. I can also show that the number, size, and

characteristics of loan originations look similar inside and outside Ohio before treatment, within border

MSAs (Figures 4, 5,6, and 7). Another concern is with external validity of the result. The results arising

from this analysis may be driven by sorting across the border. Borrowers who cannot get a loan in Ohio

may decide to purchase a home in neighboring Kentucky, while keeping the same Cincinnati-area job. That

means that the costs and benefits of consumer protection laws in this setting could be exaggerated, and

a federal law will have a more moderate impact. This concern with external validity applies only to the

effect of laws on loan characteristics and origination. It does not apply to the part of the effect that is driven

by post-origination changes in performance, conditional on loan characteristics. Note that the legal reform

can change the underlying selection of borrowers that decide to take out mortgages and the selection that

choose high and low loan to value ratios. This selection is part of the effect being measured here. Post-

origination loan performance indicators may also change, and the latter part of this paper will discuss the

relative effect of selection compared to performance.

Volatility and the 2008 Crisis

Another significant complication arises with the data and setting due because the sample period covers the

run up to the financial crisis and the crisis itself. The time before the crisis was characterized by significant

volatility in the housing market and inflated growth in house prices, followed by a sharp drop in housing

values as the crisis began. The crisis also had differential effects across different geographic markets. This

effect is reflected in the dataset - significant shifts occur in consumer and loan characteristics over time, and

loan performance is highly volatile as a result. Figures 5 and 6 describes the change in house prices, credit

scores, and interest rates over time for the identifying subsample, in border MSAs. House prices increase,

credit scores increase about 20 points on average, and interest rates drop from about 5% to about 4%. These

changes make it harder to disentangle the effect of consumer protection laws from secular patterns driven

by house price volatility and financial conditions.

Figures 8 and 9 provides a guide in attempting to control for some of the significant changes in the sample.

First, the plots show that there is a level difference between house prices in Ohio and bordering states.

Therefore, all specifications include state fixed effects. Since the plots look relatively parallel before treat-

ment in all cases, state fixed effects should account for these differences. Second, the plots show that sig-

nificant, nonmonotonic time trends exist in all variables of interest. Therefore, every specification includes
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a month fixed effect to account flexibly for changes over time due to volatility of the housing market or

macroeconomics changes. Finally, to deal with the concern that different MSAs may have different time

trends, the preferred specification includes an interaction between MSA and time fixed effects. I attribute

any residual effects, conditional on MSA*time fixed effects, to the causal impact of the consumer protec-

tion laws. As another robustness check, I show that loan performance results are similar if the sample is

restricted to include only 2007 in the post-treatment period (see the Appendix). That means the results

are not driven by time periods after the recession began, during which time the sample selection changes

significantly. This would fail if, within MSAs, areas that fell within Ohio were on different time trends

than areas that fall outside Ohio. For the rest of the analysis, I assume this is not the case. Note that the

magnitude of the consumer protection laws’ impacts are generally dwarfed by the volatility in the underly-

ing variables over time, contributing to the interpretation of consumer protection laws as offering limited,

partial burden-shifting away from the consumer or encouraging modest decreases in consumer default risk

when house prices drop.

4 Results and Discussion

The introduction of the Homebuyers’ Protection Act has the potential to shift the equilibrium in the mort-

gage market. Specifically, it can shift the volume, price, and characteristics of loans sold. Ultimately, how-

ever, the key measure of impact is the loan’s performance and the impact of that on consumer outcomes.

Loan performance, as measured by default, foreclosure status, and bankruptcy, has significant impacts on

community health and other outcomes, and is of primary interest to lenders and policymakers. Results

show the impact of lender standards separately from the impact of the mandated disclosure.

4.1 Effect of Seller Standards of Care

The impact of standards of care can manifest in a variety of ways. Lenders that must comply with the law

may not react at all, if they believe the law will not be enforced. If lenders react, they may shift the number

and type of loans they offer, or they may change their post-origination interaction with the borrower. Fi-

nally, borrowers may directly react by changing their acceptance of loans or their repayment behavior. The

results below characterize the shift in equilibrium that can be attributed to the higher liability lenders are

exposed to after Ohio’s legal change in 2007.
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4.1.1 Loan Performance

First, consider the ultimate impact of the law - its effect on consumer bankruptcy, foreclosure, and other

measures of loan performance. Table 2 shows the results of the main specification, including MSA by time

fixed effects and state fixed effects, with the results clustered at the standard error level. No other controls

are added to assess the unconditional effect of standards of care (row 1) while separating out the effect of

the mandated disclosure. The primary outcome measuring consumer wellbeing is bankruptcy (column 5).

The rate of bankruptcy filings is about 9% lower after the Ohio law, relative to change in comparable loans

across state borders. In graphical form, the effect can be seen in Figure 10. The blue line plots year-by-year

difference coefficients (adapting equation 3.1 ) for the population of loans with a loan-to-value ratio below

90%. The graph shows that prior to 2007, bankruptcy filings were becoming increasingly more common in

Ohio. The introduction of the law reverses that trend and causes Ohio’s bankruptcy rates to fall into line

with neighboring states.

Foreclosure follows a similar pattern, as seen in column (4) of Table 2 and Figure 11 . In this case, the

drop in foreclosure after the introduction of the Homebuyer’s Protection Act is nearly 20% relative to the

baseline. The graph shows that foreclosure rates were increasing in Ohio prior to 2007, but after the law

was introduced, foreclosures dropped below the level of comparable states. Pre-foreclosure rates, shown

in column (3) of Table 2 and Figure 12, follows the same pattern, but the drop in foreclosure rate appears to

be driven by later years.

There is no statistically significant effect in unconditional default and delinquency rates, as seen in columns

(2) and (1) of Table 2. However, the graphs in Figures 13 and 14 show that an expected pattern. Default,

which is correlated closely to foreclosure, follows a similar pattern in that the law seems to be correlated

with a drop in defaults. On the other hand, delinquencies appear to increase after the introduction of the

law. These patterns are consistent with borrower behavior being unchanged by lender standard of care.

Instead, performance effects appear to be driven by lenders’ post-origination behavior. This interpretation

will be further discussed at the end of this section.

4.1.2 Loan Characteristics

The effect of the law on loan performance and consumer outcomes may be driven in part by loan character-

istics. Tables 3 and 4 shows the full set of results, and the corresponding graphs can be found in Figures 15,
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16 and 17. Overall, many salient loan characteristics are unaffected by seller standards of care. Specifically,

house prices and loan terms (columns 3 and 4 of Table 3 ) are unaffected. Moreover, interest rates are very

slightly lower and credit scores are very slightly higher than in the control areas (columns 1 and 5 of Table

3 ) but the magnitudes are so small that the effects are best interpreted as a precise 0. Interest rates drop

by .05% relative to baseline, and credit scores increase by 3.6 points. Overall, these are not economically

meaningful.

Significant changes to occur in the size and type of loans originated, however. Loan amounts increase by

about 4%, or $5000. The result is shown in subfigure 1 of Figure 16, which shows that there is a trend break

at 2007. Moreover, there is a change in the type of loans originated. Loan originated in Ohio after the legal

change in 2007 are less likely to have adjustable interest rates, less likely to require balloon payments at the

end of the mortgage term, less likely to have prepayment penalties, and more likely to be a purchase loan

rather than a refinancing transaction. These results are shown in Table 4 and Figure 17. The figures show

that this shift in loan composition is quite volatile over years, except the consistent shift towards purchase

loans and away from refinancing transactions.

4.1.3 Loan Originations

One way this change might occur is if there is a contraction in the mortgage market, and the contraction

limits the supply of smaller loans, ARMs, balloon mortgages, and refinancing loans. To study this, I can

use a difference-in-difference design to compare the volume of loans originated in each LTV ratio category

before and after the introduction of the consumer protection law, across state borders. The estimating

equation is

Crsmt = ∑j∈{LTV>90,Ohio,y>2007} β jδ
j
r + ∑k,l∈{LTV>90,Ohio,y>2007} αl

kδk
r δl

r+

λδOhio
r δ

y>2007
r δLTV>90

r + γmγt + γs + εr

(4.1)

The left hand side variable is the count of loans within MSA, state, month, and LTV category (r). Table 5

shows the result of this regression. Measured both in numbers, there is a significant drop in originations of

about 375 loans. The distribution of loans at the chosen level of aggregation is skewed, so I report the results

in logs to get a better estimate of magnitude. The drop appears to be about 6%. Note that the log regression

is not significant for clustered standard errors, but is significant under robust standard errors, including
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fixed effects.15 The trend break generated by the treatment can be seen in the year-by-year coefficient graph

in Figure 18.

The result here is consistent with the literature on predatory lending, which tends to show a similar con-

traction in the lending market. Those laws tend to be structured as ex ante rules, and consequently have

different benefits to balance the costs. Normalizing based on the size of the relevant markets, the results

imply that the law decreases originations by about 14 loans for each foreclosure that is averted. The results

point to the law contracting the market for riskier loans, without increasing the price on those loans that are

originated. This is reasonable given the high costs and coordination difficulties associated with changing

underwriting practices. A natural adjustment in the face of more oversight is to focus on safer products.

Moreover, compliance costs, such as the purchase of more expensive liability insurance, could drive firms

to spend less, or even to shut down. One mechanism that could drive all the results above is consumers

staying in their homes longer and paying on the same loan, contracting orginations.

4.1.4 Disentangling Selection and Repayment Mechanisms

The baseline results show that loan performance shifts after the introduction of the Ohio consumer protec-

tion law. However, the large effects on loan performance are unlikely to be driven entirely by the small

selection effects. This section explores the role of lenders’ debt collection and foreclosure policies, rather

than changes in originations.

First, I follow the procedure suggested by Oster (2017) to explore the level of unobservable selection that

may be driving the result, as a function of observable selection. The procedure used in Oster (2017) cal-

culates a delta value, which is the fraction of the explanatory power of the observable variables that may

be driven by unobservable selection. In this case, that level is reported in the second to lowest column in

Table 6. In all specifications, the results are approximately the same - unobservable selection on the order

of .2% of the observable variables could result in the change in performance seen here. This is a relatively

small number due to the sheer number of controls included in the controlled regression. Naturally, time

and geographic fixed effects, flexible controls for credit score and other characteristics together explain

the majority of loan performance behavior.16 The credit industry is built largely on this predictive power.

It is unlikely that anything with explanatory power of even .2% of the observables would be be driving

15Robust standard errors may be sufficient to handle clustering when there are few clusters and fixed
effects are included. See Cameron and Miller’s “A Practitioner’s Guide to Cluster-Robust Inference”
(http://cameron.econ.ucdavis.edu/research/Cameron_Miller_JHR_2015_February.pdf).

16Observables can predict up to 85% of default risk on loans: http://mitsloan.mit.edu/media/Lo_ConsumerCreditRiskModels.pdf
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the difference in performance between border commuting zones in Ohio and its neighboring states after

2007. However, these results highlight the relative importance of changes in economic conditions and other

sources of financial volatility. Consumer protection law can only provide consumers with partial insurance

against bearing the brunt of downturns.

Second, I estimate the effect of consumer protection laws on loan performance, conditioning on loan and

borrower level characteristics. The interpretation of the regression is suggestive of the impact the laws

would have, partialling out the change in loan and borrower characteristics correlated with the introduction

of the law. Table 6 shows that the impact of consumer protection laws on all performance indicators. Instead

of disappearing, the effects on loan performance are intensified once loan characteristics are controlled

for. Conditional on interest rate, loan term, credit score, loan amount, property value, and mortgage and

interest type, the Ohio law still has a significant effect on pre-foreclosure, foreclosure and bankruptcy rates

(columns (3), (4), and (5) of 6). The magnitudes of the estimates are similar but even larger than when

no controls were included in the regression. Adding controls also makes the effects on delinquency and

default (columns (1) and (2)) significant, following the patterns seen in Figures 13 and 14. Delinquency

rates increase after the law is passed, but default rates decrease. Delinquency is entirely in the hands of the

borrower, while default, pre-foreclosure, foreclosure, and bankruptcy filings are due to a combination of

lender and borrower behavior. Taken together, these results suggest that post-origination lender behavior

is driving the effects on loan performance.

4.2 Effects of Mandated Disclosure

The same specifications shown above separately identify the effect of mandated disclosures, given to loans

with loan-to-value ratio above 90%. Consistent with prior literature, there are many fewer impacts from

mandated disclosures. In the Ohio setting, however, disclosures do appear to have a few targeted im-

pacts. First, the disclosure causes a statistically and economically significant drop in loan amounts (Table

3, column (2)). The significant effects on interest rate and loan term (columns (1) and (4)) are very small in

magnitude and are unlikely to have an economic impact. The change in loan amount, however, is about

8% relative to the baseline, or nearly $10,000. This is a potentially large change. Moreover, the disclosure

is associated with fewer purchase loans, relative to refinancing loans, being originated (Table 4, column

(4)). This essentially cancels out the effect of the standards of care in the low downpayment sample. Over-

all, the primary effect of the mandated disclosure appears to be the drop in loan amounts and purchased
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home value. To demonstrate this, Figure 19 shows the discontinuous change in the effect around the 90%

threshold.

The mandated disclosure does appear to impact loan performance, conditional on loan characteristics. Ta-

ble 6 shows that mandated disclosures appear to decrease the probability of deliquency and pre-foreclosure,

conditional on loan characteristics. The disclosure, therefore, appears to target borrower behavior, rather

than lender behavior. This is consistent with the structure of the mandated disclosure. Moreover, the fact

that the effect on delinquency rates and pre-foreclosure rates go in the same direction points to the effect

being driven by borrowers. Overall, the mandated disclosure seems to incentivize more responsible bor-

rower behavior. Specifically, borrowers take smaller loans and, conditional on loan characteristics, are less

likely to end up delinquent or in pre-foreclosure proceedings once they receive Ohio’s disclosure.

It is important to note that the disclosure does not have an impact on originations above the threshold. If

lenders were concerned about the disclosure, there may be some bunching below the 90% loan-to-value

threshold. If consumers were differentially refusing to take high LTV loans after seeing the disclosure, the

entire distribution of loans above 90% loan-to-value would be shifted downwards. As it is, Table 5 shows

that there is no effect like this. The effect of the law on originations above 90% LTV is statistically 0.

This result stands in contrast to a great deal of research showing that mandated disclosure has little to

no effect in most contexts (Marotta-Wurgler (2012), Ben-Shahar and Schneider (2014), Ayres and Schwarz

(2014), Seira et al. (2017)). This setting makes it more likely that a mandated disclosure would have an

effect. First, this disclosure is given at loan application rather than at closing, meaning that consumers

have more time to readjust after learning the information in the disclosure. Second, firms are likely to

participate in this disclosure, since loan applications tend to occur as part of a conversation between firm

sales representatives and the consumer.17 Therefore, some of the information in the disclosure may be

amplified or explained by sales agents. Finally, there is likely some interaction between the standards of

care and the disclosure. Firms that are concerned about potential liability from failure to abide by standards

of care may be extra careful when originating loans that have low downpayments and are subject to the

mandated disclosure. Moreover, firms that have liability insurance that covers violations of the law may

be required by the insurance company to take greater care with disclosures due to the potential costs to the

insurer.18 Despite this, the Ohio disclosure’s design and deployment may be a valuable case study for state

and federal regulators considering incorporating disclosures into their regulations.

17Even Quicken Loans, the market leader in mortgage lending that advertises all-online mortgage origination, advertises that a ma-
jority of customers engage with salespeople over the phone. https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/21/business/dealbook/quicken-
loans-dan-gilbert-mortgage-lender.html

18The role of insurers in affecting behavior has been discussed several times in the legal literature (Ben-Shahar & Logue (2012)).
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4.3 Heterogeneous Effects

4.3.1 Subprime Borrowers

Policymakers have a particular interest in protecting subprime borrowers. Table 7 reports the impact of

standards of care and mandated disclosures on subprime borrowers, defined as those with a credit score

below 630. The impact on loan characteristics and originations is very similar to the baseline effect, so those

are not reported here. The effect on performance, however, is quite different.

Standards of care cause an unconditional increase in delinquency and default status. Given the high base-

line propensity for delinquency (40%) and default (20%), the magnitudes are not staggering. The effect of

the law is an increase in delinquency of about 8% and in default of about 15%. Yet these are quite significant

relative to the unconditional effects in the overall sample. One big difference with the overall sample is the

striking increase in pre-foreclosure status. The increase of 2 percentage points, or about 15% over the base-

line, in pre-foreclosure is nearly the exact opposite of the effect on the full sample. The effect of standards

on foreclosures is negative however, with an even larger coefficient. Relative to the baseline, the drop in

foreclosures is about 15%, which is comparable to the base case. Finally, there is no impact on bankruptcies,

despite the drop in foreclosures.

The interpretation of these effects is not obvious. One explanation could be that firms are lenient towards

subprime borrowers after beginning the foreclosure process. This is consistent with anecdotal evidence that

lenders used threats of foreclosure to elicit late fees and other payments from borrowers, without actually

completing the foreclosure. Lenders may not want these homes, since resale prices are likely to be low

and the property may not be well maintained. The delinquency and default results could be explained by

strategic default, or by delinquent homeowners being allowed to remain in their homes longer. The fact

that the law does not change bankruptcy rates may not be a bad thing - after all, bankruptcy is available to

minimize the costs of financial distress. However, it is a sign that any effects of the law on bankruptcies are

accruing to the highest credit risks.

Mandated disclosures have a similar effect here, as compared to the overall sample. Low credit score

borrowers have lower pre-foreclosure rates when they are exposed to the mandated disclosure. Note that

the size of the effect shows that it is largely cancelled out by the standards of care impact. The effect is

large and significant, however, meaning that it’s possible that the disclosure is encouraging responsible

repayment. Though they are not statistically significant, the signs on the estimates for delinquency and
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default are also negative, suggesting there may be more responsible consumer behavior in the high LTV,

low credit score group after the disclosure was introduced.

4.3.2 Risky vs. Safe Loans

Table 8 shows the main performance results separately for risky and safe loans. I define safe loans as fixed

rate purchase mortgages without any features like balloons or prepayment penalties. This definition echoes

the qualified mortgage definitions set forth by the CFPB. The results show that both types of loans have

results consistent with seller standards of care changing post-origination behavior. However, the timing of

these effects is slightly different for the two types of loans. Among safe loans, standards of care appear to

encourage more deliquencies and defaults, while the drop in foreclosures is smaller. There is no effect on

bankruptcies. These results imply that safe loans are more subject to strategic default, as consistent with

previous literature. Among risky loans, standards of care cause a larger drop in pre-foreclosure, foreclosure,

and bankruptcy rates. Delinquency and default are unaffected. Overall, this is consistent with standards

of care having a more positive effect on performance of risky loans than on performance of safe loans.

Since the law is targeted at risky loans, it is a sign that the law is working as planned in a certain way -

originations with risky features ended up performing better after the law was introduced.

The mandated disclosure appears have different effects on risky and safe loans. Safe loans subject to

the mandated disclosure perform better than control loans, with significantly lower pre-foreclosure and

bankruptcy rates. Risky loans, on the other hand, appear to have higher rates of default and foreclosure

when they are subject to a mandated disclosure. These results provide some evidence that consumers are

themselves changing their behavior after seeing the disclosure. Borrowers who take safe loans are more

likely to be risk averse, and pay attention to the disclosure. As a result, their likelihood of financial distress

decreases. On the other hand, borrowers willing to take risky loans are likely to ignore the disclosure or

behave more irresponsibly.

4.3.3 Retail vs. Non-Retail Mortgages

Many mortgages during the recession were securitized or had different entites taking over origination, sale,

investing and servicing, which may introduce principal-agent problems. To study the interaction of these

problems with my setting, I separately estimate the effect on the sample of loans to those where the seller
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and servicer are the same entity, also labeled “retail” mortgages.19 These may still face some principal agent

problems, since the ownership of the loan is still likely to be separated from selling and servicing. That is,

if Quicken loans both originates and services the loan, they may still securitize the loan and ultimately

introduce frictions in optimal foreclosure policy. However, the results are indicative of the law’s effect

when there is perfect coordination between originator and servicer, relative to imperfect coordination.

The results are shown in Table 9. The results are striking - the law has absolutely no impact on retail lenders.

Instead, the results are driven entirely by vertically disintegrated lenders. The heterogeneous effect is not

simply driven by power, since the size of the estimated coefficients for retail loans are nearly precisely

zero. Note that retail lenders are most likely to be pre-empted by federal law, so the heterogeneity may not

entirely be due to principal agent issues. However, it is suggestive that the law is impacting foreclosures

and bankruptcies in cases where, in the absence of the law, originators and servicers would not coordinate

perfectly. Consumer protection laws may therefore provide the extra benefit of improving principal agent

problems.

5 Implications and Conclusion

This paper provides empirical evidence on the effect of consumer protection laws and their effect on loan

performance, characteristics, and market size. I find evidence that mandated disclosures decrease loan

sizes, and lower delinquency rates. Seller standards of care lower foreclosure rates and consumer bankrupt-

cies, at the cost of a contraction in the market for risky loans. Conditional on the type of loan originated,

lenders appear to behave more leniently towards borrowers after the passage of the consumer protection

law.

For both mandated disclosures and standards of care, this project sheds light on the empirical effect of

consumer protection laws on equilibrium outcomes in Ohio and its bordering states, and is suggestive of the

type of effects the CFPB might see in response to its rules that have similar intentions. Specifically, the CFPB

mandates disclosures at loan application and imposes ability-to-repay standards and others on lenders

since 2013. First, it is one of the first papers to show that both these types of laws have a positive effect on

consumer outcomes. It quantifies the costs as being primarily due to a drop in originations, specifically of

risky loans. Interest rates and other contract characteristics do not shift significantly. It also provides a case

19These mortgages are marked as coming from the retail lender under the “Source Code” in the data. That means the current source
of performance information is also the retail lender. That makes it more likely, but not certain, that the servicer and the seller were the
same entity. I treat these definitions as identical here, though they are not generally the same.
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study in which mandated disclosure has an impact on real outcomes, contrary to some previous work. The

impact is relatively modest, and may be amplified by the standards of care being imposed at the same time.

In this setting, both standards of care and mandated disclosure benefit consumers in some important ways.

Second, this paper is the first to highlight the important role played by state law in regulating the conduct of

non-bank lenders. This approach highlights one way forward in solving problems in the current mortgage

market (Kim et al. (2018)). Non-bank lenders such as Quicken Loans now originate a majority of mortgages

in the country, and they are exposed to a great deal of financial risk. The potential loss to consumers

from the collapse of a lender like Quicken is huge. Moreover, there are significant externalities to the

financial markets when large sectors of loans perform poorly. Laws that lower the propensity for lender

risk taking have traditionally been structured as federal banking laws, but these results show that state

law is an understudied alternative. Ohio’s law provides an important case study in decreasing the risk

of the financial sector through consumer protection laws. Other states may benefit from adopting similar

regulation to limit risk to their borrowers.

Third, this paper is one of the first to identify the effect of an ex post standard on product quality and

consumer welfare. Policymakers have long imposed liability on producers of goods in order to minimize

negative impacts on consumers. However, little empirical evidence from market outcomes exists about

whether consumer welfare indeed increases, or whether the costs of the law and any potential litigation

outweigh the benefits. In this context, the results suggest that any significant improvement in consumer

outcomes come with the cost of decreasing the size of the market. More work needs to be done in isolating

these costs and understanding their incidence on consumers. At the same time, there are benefits to impos-

ing some compliance costs on firms. The uncertain cost of liability disciplines lender behavior throughout

the contract term, rather than just at formation. If the law had included a safe harbor, meaning that there

was a prescribed set of actions lenders could take to avoid triggering scrutiny from regulators, it is likely

that lenders would rely less on modifying post-origination behavior. Future research should engage in

cost-benefit analysis, using more detailed data on consumer characteristics.

Finally, this work highlights the need for more research into firm behavior during the contract term. Mort-

gages are just one example of a consumer contract in which firms and consumers engage in a long term

relationship. Current consumer protection laws focus on providing good quality products at origination of

the contract. However, consumers are more likely to be impacted by firms’ ongoing behaviors, and more

work is needed on the best way to regulate these relationships. The Ohio law points at an important phe-

nomenon - the effect laws can have by simply casting the shadow of enforcement on firms. This implies
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that consumer protection laws can do more than simply target firms’ bad faith or predatory acts. Law has

the capacity to target market failures, such as asymmetric information, that cause even well-meaning firms

to engage in inefficient behavior. In the shadow of consumer protection law, firms and consumers may be

able to communicate truthfully with each other and reach a more cooperative equilibrium.
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Figure 1: Mandated disclosure form

Notes: This disclosure must be given to borrowers applying for a mortgage with loan-to-value ratio above 90% through
an Ohio lender, after 2007. This addendum is provided by the state of Ohio. If this form is not used, the same text
and font size 16point must be shown and signed by the borrower. This provision is enforced with regular audits of
origination documents done by the Ohio Department of Commerce, Division for Financial Institutions. The statute
requires all lenders registered as mortgage brokers or originators within Ohio to comply with the mandated disclosure.
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Figure 2: Map of Ohio’s MSAs

Notes: This figure shows a map of Ohio’s MSAs, as defined in 2010. Analysis sample focuses on the border MSAs, in-
cluding Cincinnati, Huntington-Ashland, Wheeling, Weirton-Steubenville, and Youngstown-Warren-Boardman. Map
is taken from Ohio’s Development Services Agency (https://development.ohio.gov/files/research/P3002.pdf).
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Figure 3: Distribution of loan-to-value ratios in analysis sample

Notes: This figure shows a histogram describing the distribution of loan-to-value ratios in the border MSA sample. On
the x-axis is the loan-to-value ratio, defined as the ratio of the loan amount to the minimum of the house sale price
and its appraisal. On the y-axis is the fraction of total loans within a 2% LTV bin. Loans with LTV below 50 are not
shown in the graph, and they constitute less than 5% of the total sample. The red line marks the point at which the
Ohio mandated disclosure must be made after 2007.
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Figure 4: Originations in border MSAs by year, raw data

Notes: This figure shows number of originations within individual characteristic category, by year of origination for
the subsample of loans in MSAs that cross state borders. Treated loans are in blue, while control loans are in black.
Originations are measured as the number of loans in the dataset within MSA, state, and month.
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Table 1: Summary statistics of key variables

Notes: Summary statistics for the analysis sample - all loans originated between 2002 and 2012 in Ohio’s border MSAs.
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Figure 5: Loan characteristics in border MSAs by year, raw data

Notes: This figure shows raw data, plotting property value, interest rates (measured in percentage points), mortgage
term (in months) and loan-to-value ratio by year of origination for the subsample of loans in MSAs that cross state
borders. The blue lines show the sample treated with tighter seller standards of care. The black lines show control
samples within border MSAs but outside Ohio. 90% confidence intervals are shown in light blue and gray respectively.
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Figure 6: Loan characteristics in border MSAs by year, raw data

Notes: This figure shows raw data, plotting loan amount, credit scores, and fraction of balloon mortgages by year of
origination for the subsample of loans in MSAs that cross state borders. The blue lines show the sample treated with
tighter seller standards of care. The black lines show control samples within border MSAs but outside Ohio. 90%
confidence intervals are shown in light blue and gray respectively.
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Figure 7: Loan characteristics in border MSAs by year, raw data

Notes: This figure shows raw data, plotting fraction of purchase (rather than refinance) loans, fraction of loans with
prepayment penaties, and fraction of adjustable rate (rather than fixed rate) mortgages by year of origination for the
subsample of loans in MSAs that cross state borders. The blue lines show the sample treated with tighter seller stan-
dards of care. The black lines show control samples within border MSAs but outside Ohio. 90% confidence intervals
are shown in light blue and gray respectively.
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Figure 8: Loan performance in border MSAs by year, raw data

Notes: This figure shows raw data, plotting 30 day delinquency, default, and foreclosure pre-sale rate by year of
origination for the subsample of loans in MSAs that cross state borders. The blue lines show the sample treated with
tighter seller standards of care. The black lines show control samples within border MSAs but outside Ohio. 90%
confidence intervals are shown in light blue and gray respectively.
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Figure 9: Loan performance in border MSAs by year, raw data

Notes: This figure shows raw data, plotting foreclosure and bankruptcy rate by year of origination for the subsample
of loans in MSAs that cross state borders. The blue lines show the sample treated with tighter seller standards of care.
The black lines show control samples within border MSAs but outside Ohio. 90% confidence intervals are shown in
light blue and gray respectively.
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Figure 10: Year-by-year event study of bankruptcy rate

Notes: This plot graphs yearly difference coefficients comparing bankruptcy in Ohio to border states. Coefficients are
estimated for loans with LTV<90 and LTV>90, and include state fixed effects and MSA*time interacted fixed effects.
The excluded year is 2006, so each coefficient can be interpreted as the difference in default between Ohio and border
states, relative to the 2006 difference in the same category. This is a version of 3.1, reporting separate differences by year
instead of interactions. Bankruptcy means a filing occurs within four years of loan origination.

Table 2: Effect on loan performance

Notes: Effect of Ohio Homebuyer’s Protection Act on loan performance, measured by delinquency, default, pre-
foreclosure, foreclosure, and bankruptcy rates within 4 years of origination. Estimates from 3.1.
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Figure 11: Year-by-year event study of foreclosure rate

Notes: This plot graphs yearly difference coefficients comparing foreclosure in Ohio to border states. Coefficients are
estimated for loans with LTV<90 and LTV>90, and include state fixed effects and MSA*time interacted fixed effects.
The excluded year is 2006, so each coefficient can be interpreted as the difference in default between Ohio and border
states, relative to the 2006 difference in the same category. This is a version of 3.1, reporting separate differences by
year instead of interactions. Foreclosure is measured as the completion of foreclosure proceedings within 4 years of
origination.

Table 3: Effect on loan characteristics

Notes: Effect of Ohio Homebuyer’s Protection Act on loan characteristics, measured by interest rates, loan amount,
house prices, loan terms, and credit scores. Estimates from 3.1.
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Figure 12: Year-by-year event study of pre-foreclosure rate

Notes: This plot graphs yearly difference coefficients comparing pre-foreclosure in Ohio to border states. Coefficients
are estimated for loans with LTV<90 and LTV>90, and include state fixed effects and MSA*time interacted fixed effects.
The excluded year is 2006, so each coefficient can be interpreted as the difference in default between Ohio and border
states, relative to the 2006 difference in the same category. This is a version of 3.1, reporting separate differences by
year instead of interactions. Pre-foreclosure is measured as foreclosure proceedings being initiated within 4 years of
origination.

Table 4: Effects on loan characteristics

Notes: Effect of Ohio Homebuyer’s Protection Act on loan characteristics, measured by adjustable rate mortgage frac-
tion, balloon mortgage fraction, prepayment penalty fraction, and purchase loan fraction. Estimates from 3.1.
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Figure 13: Year-by-year event study of default rate

Notes: This plot graphs yearly difference coefficients comparing default in Ohio to border states. Coefficients are
estimated for loans with LTV<90 and LTV>90, and include state fixed effects and MSA*time interacted fixed effects.
The excluded year is 2006, so each coefficient can be interpreted as the difference in default between Ohio and border
states, relative to the 2006 difference in the same category. This is a version of 3.1, reporting separate differences by year
instead of interactions. Default is measured as delinquency of 90 days or more within four years of origination.

Table 5: Effect on originations

Notes: Effect of Ohio Homebuyer’s Protection Act on loan originations, measured in number within MSA/state/month
and in logs. Estimates from 3.1.
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Figure 14: Year-by-year event study of delinquency rate

Notes: This plot graphs yearly difference coefficients comparing delinquency in Ohio to border states. Coefficients are
estimated for loans with LTV<90 and LTV>90, and include state fixed effects and MSA*time interacted fixed effects.
The excluded year is 2006, so each coefficient can be interpreted as the difference in default between Ohio and border
states, relative to the 2006 difference in the same category. This is a version of 3.1, reporting separate differences by
year instead of interactions. Delinquency occurs when the borower is 30 days or more behind in payments within four
years of origination.

Table 6: Effect on loan performance

Notes: Effect of Ohio Homebuyer’s Protection Act on loan performance, measured by delinquency, default, pre-
foreclosure, foreclosure, and bankruptcy rates within 4 years of origination. Controls include flexible nonparametric
controls for credit score and loan amount, as well as controls for interest rate, debt-to-income ratio, LTV, loan type,
interest rate type, and a variety of other mortgage type indicators. Estimates from 3.1.
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Figure 15: Year-by-year event study of loan characteristics

Notes: This plot graphs yearly difference coefficients comparing loan characteristics in Ohio to border states. Coeffi-
cients are estimated for loans with LTV<90 and LTV>90, and include state fixed effects and MSA*time interacted fixed
effects. The excluded year is 2006, so each coefficient can be interpreted as the difference in default between Ohio and
border states, relative to the 2006 difference in the same category. Outcome variables are property value, interest rates,
loan term (in months) and loan-to-value ratio.
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Figure 16: Year-by-year event study of loan characteristics

Notes: This plot graphs yearly difference coefficients comparing loan characteristics in Ohio to border states. Coeffi-
cients are estimated for loans with LTV<90 and LTV>90, and include state fixed effects and MSA*time interacted fixed
effects. The excluded year is 2006, so each coefficient can be interpreted as the difference in default between Ohio and
border states, relative to the 2006 difference in the same category. Outcome variables are loan amount, credit score, and
fraction of balloon loans.
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Figure 17: Year-by-year event study of loan characteristics

Notes: This plot graphs yearly difference coefficients comparing loan characteristics in Ohio to border states. Coeffi-
cients are estimated for loans with LTV<90 and LTV>90, and include state fixed effects and MSA*time interacted fixed
effects. The excluded year is 2006, so each coefficient can be interpreted as the difference in default between Ohio
and border states, relative to the 2006 difference in the same category. Outcome variables are the fraction of balloon
mortgages, fraction of adjustable rate (vs fixed rate) loans, fraction of loans with prepayment penalty, and fraction of
purchase (vs refinance) loans.
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Figure 18: Diff-in-diff of originations by year

Notes: This plot graphs yearly difference coefficients comparing originations in Ohio to border states, controlling for
state fixed effects and MSA*time interacted fixed effects. The excluded year is 2006, so each coefficient can be interpreted
as the difference in originations between Ohio and border states, relative to the 2006 difference in the same category.
This is a version of 4.1, reporting separate differences by year instead of interactions. Originations are measured as the
number of loans in the dataset within MSA, LTV category, state and month.

Table 7: Effect in performance for low credit score borrowers

Notes: Effect of Ohio Homebuyer’s Protection Act on loan performance, measured by delinquency, default, pre-
foreclosure, foreclosure, and bankruptcy rates within 4 years of origination, for borrowers with credit score below
630 (subprime).
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Figure 19: Diff-in-diff of loan amounts by LTV category

Notes: This plot graphs difference coefficients by LTV category, comparing loan amounts in Ohio to border states,
controlling for state fixed effects and MSA*time interacted fixed effects. The excluded category is 85% LTV, so each
coefficient can be interpreted as the difference in originations between Ohio and border states, before and after the
law, relative to effect on 85% LTV loans. This is a version of 3.1, reporting separate differences by category instead of
interactions.
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Table 8: Effect in performance for risky vs. safe loans

Notes: Effect of Ohio Homebuyer’s Protection Act on loan performance, measured by delinquency, default, pre-
foreclosure, foreclosure, and bankruptcy rates within 4 years of origination, separately for "safe" and "risky" loans
(where risky means adjustable rate, refinancing transactions, or mortgages with prepayment penalties or balloon pay-
ments).

Table 9: Effect in performance for vertically integrated lenders

Notes: Effect of Ohio Homebuyer’s Protection Act on loan performance, measured by delinquency, default, pre-
foreclosure, foreclosure, and bankruptcy rates within 4 years of origination, limiting to sample of lenders where the
seller and the servicer are the same entity.
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A Pre-Crisis Effects

A major concern with the identification strategy arises from the large change in sample that occurred during

and after the recession of 2008. To isolate the effect of the law from the changing sample, I limit the sample to

pre-2008 outcomes and report the results. Only one year of post-treatment data is included in this approach.

Standards of care results are similar in this one year. Table 10 shows that the main foreclosure result is even

stronger in this approach. Other effects differ slightly, but are similar in magnitude even if they are no

longer significant.

One interesting point is that the 2008 effect of the mandated disclosure looks different from the multi-year

effect. It appears to increase defaults and decrease bankruptcies. Since this is one year’s sample, I do not

interpret these effects much. They could be driven by a particular selection of loans that were made in that

year. They may also be driven by changes in the composition of loans in that year, since 2008 originations

were more likely to be conservative but also more likely to end in default. Ultimately, the robustness check

shows that the standards of care effect is not driven by the special impact of the crisis, but the mandated

disclosure effects may be affected.
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Table 10: Effect in performance in 2008

Notes: Effect of Ohio Homebuyer’s Protection Act on loan performance, measured by delinquency, default, pre-
foreclosure, foreclosure, and bankruptcy rates within 4 years of origination, limiting to pre-2008 sample.
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